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Whenever convulsions take place in a community, they will almost always be traceable to 

one cause, namely, an unnatural state of society, arising from misgovernment.  

 

- George Price, 1861.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                           
1 G. Price, A Popular History of Bristol fro  the Earliest Period to the Prese t Ti e… I partially Writte  (Bristol, 

1861), p467.  
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Introduction 

 

On the 18th of October 1831, a group of sailors gathered on the deck of the Earl of Liverpool. 

The Corporation of Bristol had previously approached Christopher Claxton, a retired Royal 

Navy lieutenant, who consequently asked the sailo s if the  ould pledge the sel es to assist 

the magist ates i  putti g do  ioti g. 2 Suddenly they were surrounded by members of the 

Bristol Political Union, who were boarding their ship. The Union proposed that Claxton was 

mad for insinuating a riot would occur, and encouraged the sailors to withdraw to the 

dockside. After considerable persuasion, the sailors signed a declaration that they, will not 

allow themselves to be made a at s pa   the Corporation o  thei  paid age ts. 3 When the 

Corporation of Bristol extended their call to defend the city to the public, the middle classes 

refused to act. Fou tee  da s follo i g this de la atio , the it  la  i  ui . Cla to s house, 

like many others, had been burned to the ground. This moment of action from the Bristol 

Political Union, demonstrated that absenteeism of the middle classes did not stem from 

apathy, but that absenteeism formed a deliberate protest from the middle classes. This 

dissertation will be an investigation into middle class absenteeism, attempting to understand 

their motivations, and exploring what deeper meanings can be gained from their behaviour. 

 

Summary of Events 

In advance of any significant analysis into the Bristol Riots, a simplified narrative of events is 

necessary. On the 7th of October 1831, although the government passed a Reform Bill, the 

Tory-dominated House of Lords rejected it. This Reform Bill was to resolve the injustices of 

otte  o oughs ; e  i dust ialised ities like Ma heste  e e astl  u de ep esented as 

a consequence of historic constituency boundaries. Sir Charles Wetherell, an MP, was one of 

the most vocal opponents of the Reform Bill; his role as a Recorder for Bristol required a 

ceremonial visit to the city. Even though Bristol stood to gai  o pa ati el  little  f o  the 

                                                           
2 G. Amery, City Under Fire: The Bristol Riots and Aftermath (London, 1979), p25. 
3 William Henry Somerton, A narrative of the Bristol riots, on the 29th, 30th, and 31st of October, 1831 (Bristol, 

1831), p8. 
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introduction of the Reform Bill, the citizens strongly opposed his arrival.4 Simultaneously, the 

magistrates of the city failed to raise a sufficient force to provide security. Calls to the public 

to e ol as spe ial constables  e e et ith sile e.  

On the 29th of O to e  , the o e hel i g disapp o al of Wethe ell s lai  to ep ese t 

Bristol opi io  as fo eful a d e phati . 5 A crowd had gathered; most likely in the tens of 

thousands, to receive Wetherell into the city. The boos and hisses soon descended into 

iole e, the Mo  ega  to pelt hi  ith sto es a d lu s so e  dete i ed the  seemed 

to be to destroy him - his frie ds i ediatel  e e o liged to u seat hi  a d a  hi  off. 6 

In spite of Mayor Charles Pinney, a reformer himself, pleading for calm, in addition to the riot 

act being read, the violence continued.7 After Bridewell was destroyed, the New Gaol, 

Bristol s e e tl  de eloped p iso , as ta geted, the rioters dete i ed o e agai  to 

elease all the p iso e s a d sa k the uildi g. 8 

Even after two days of violence, the middle classes of Bristol were not willing to engage in the 

defence of the city. Pinne  o de ed oti es to e ead out i  hu hes a d hapels , aski g 

fo  lo al e e s of the pu li  to help. 9 However only two hundred people heeded the call. 

O e o se e  uoted the a o , the est ad i e he ould gi e as that ea h pe so  should 

go home a d take a e of his o  p ope t . 10 

On Monday, peace was finally restored by the middle classes of Bristol, alongside the military 

intervention in Queen Square. Most likely the attacks during the previous night on private 

houses demonstrated a threat to private property that the middle classes were unwilling to 

bear. As a result, nearly three thousand men formed the posse comitatus. Major Mackworth, 

a military official in Bristol, ad itted that the ilita  i te e tio  as i suffi ie t u til the 

majority of the citizens had a a do ed thei  passi e p otest. 11 Following the restoration of 

peace, one hundred men were put on trial. Most were banished to Australia, while four were 

executed, including one middle class man.  

                                                           
4 S. Thomas, The Bristol Riots (Bristol, 1974), p2. 
5 J. Caple, The Bristol Riots of 1831 and Social Reform in Britain (New York, 1990), p16. 
6 C.M Macinnes, Gateway of Empire (Bristol, 1939), p365. 
7 H.G Brown and P.J. Harris, Bristol England (Bristol 1946), p161. 
8 Caple, The Bristol Riots of 1831 and Social Reform in Britain, p28. 
9 Thomas, The Bristol Riots, p9. 
10 Thomas, The Bristol Riots, p9. 
11 Thomas, The Bristol Riots, p11. 
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Historiographical Outline  

Historians of the middle classes have not specifically commented on the Bristol Riots within 

their studies. However, this dissertation will attempt to challenge their conclusions that 

middle class values in the early 19th century were conservative and they opposed instability. 

Dror Wahrman maintained that middle classes held distinctive politi al espo si ilit …lo alt  

to the o … alue as a ul a k agai st e olutio . 12 Similarly, Morris documented how 

the middle classes in the early 19th e tu  i he ited a isto ati  alues of ge tle a l  a d 

p ofessio al  eha iou  du i g this pe iod.13 These conclusions have derived from their 

studies into responses in Britain to wider European revolutions. They have not paid succinct 

attention to middle class reactions to domestic disturbances.  

More isolated studies of the Bristol Riots have examined the motivations of the crowd, but 

these have failed to grapple the wider impacts on social history. Histories of the Bristol Riots 

usually contribute to the debate as to why the riots occurred. Historians such as Susan 

Thomas and Jeremy Caple have contributed works solely concerned with the riots. Thomas 

dista ed the iots f o  o te po a  politi al u est, a gui g it as ot a a ifestatio  of 

the e ite e t ge e ated  the House of Lo ds  eje tio  of the ‘efo  Bill. 14 Caple 

disag eed, a gui g it as i stead the te se relationship between reformers and local Tories 

hi h i tuall  e su ed that the iots ould o u . 15 There are more narratively focused 

o ks su h as Geoff e  A e s book, City Under Fire, which provide a detailed overview, but 

lack insightful analysis. Whilst existing histories have made links between the riots and 

contemporary political history, all of the studies have failed to successfully place the riots 

within a wider social historiographical context, with a distinct lack of class analysis. This 

dissertation will seek to place the study of middle class absenteeism within a wider class 

context.  

                                                           
12 D. Wahrman, Imagining the Middle Class: The Political Representation of Class in Britain, c.1780–1840 

(Cambridge, 1995), p309. 
13 R.J Morris, Class, Sect and Party, The Making of the British Middle Class: Leeds 1820-1850 (Manchester, 

1990), p9. 
14 Thomas, The Bristol Riots, p1.  
15 Caple, The Bristol Riots of 1831 and Social Reform in Britain, p10. 
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This existing social negligence within Bristol Riot histories might be explained by the 

marginalisation of the event by social historians. As E.P Thompson a gued, B istol i   

exemplifies the persistence of older, backward-looki g patte s of eha iou , la ki g i  

politi all  o s ious e olutio a  a tio . 16 The Bristol Riots consequently sat as an outlier 

to E.P Tho pso s dis ussio  of o ki g lass consciousness. The Bristol Riots has been 

understood as a spontaneous uprising for the working classes; a demonstration of sheer 

primal destruction overcoming underlying political intent. This perceived lack of mindfulness 

has placed it outside the interests of histo  f o  elo  histo ia s, like E.P Tho pso , ho 

wished to create a narrative of an economically aware working class. However, it has not been 

posed before that middle class understanding can be gained from the Bristol Riots.  

This study is something entirely new; as Caple highlighted, o histo ia  of this pe iod has 

add essed the uestio  of the ass efusal of i di iduals to a t as spe ials. 17 The answer 

as to why this has not been studied is unclear. Overall, middle class studies perhaps have been 

less e iti g , given the extent of socialist influence on 20th century social history, resulting in 

less moral clout to be gained through study.18 Regardless of previous disinterest, this 

dissertation will seek to demonstrate that significant deeper understandings of social history 

can be understood from this behaviour.  

 

Actors 

This dissertation will be referring to several groups within the riots as part of its analysis. 

Deeper analysis would be incomprehensible in the absence of accurate definitions and 

su a ies of these g oups. The iddle lasses  of B istol e e a fluid g oup, i h i  p ope t , 

ealth a d politi al i flue e. Pa t of the e  fo us of so ial a d e o o i  po e , the 

Reform Bill was in itself a representation of the middle classes flexing their political clout.19 

Although it would be impossible to use a quantitative definition based on wealth, the 

definition of the middle classes in Bristol will be based on their own consciousness and 

understanding of what middle class meant to them. The Bristol Mercury newspaper knew of 

                                                           
16 E.P Thompson, The Making of the English Working Class (London, 1963), p81. 
17 Caple, The Bristol Riots of 1831 and Social Reform in Britain, p12. 
18 Morris, Class, Sect and Party, p9. 
19 Wahrman, Imagining the Middle Class, p2. 
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the p odu ti e po e s of the iddle lass , hile pe siste tl  th oughout dis ou se a 

o s ious ess of the espe ta le lasses  a d the lo est lasses  e ists.20 The Bristol Political 

Union, positioned as a politi all  o al se t of B istol s iddle lass, p o ide a ehi le ithi  

which to analyse the deeper feelings and behaviours of the group as a whole. Entry fees were 

d, the  d e e  o th, o se ue tl  it as u likel  a o e elo  the a k of a tisan 

would join. 21 

The ode  o eptio  of o ki g classes  cannot accurately be used in analysis, as Bristol 

lacked a significant manufacturing industry. The trial records demonstrate the accused were 

casual labourers, dock workers, small workshop employees such as blacksmiths, and 

unemployed.22 E.P Thompson helpfully used a less specific definition of the economically 

weak, as lasses a e ased o  the diffe e es i  legiti ate po e . 23 Such a definition 

acknowledges the separation of class, in the absence of any manufacturing industry or 

significant bourgeoisie and proletariat class relationship. For the purposes of this dissertation, 

the te  lo e  lasses  ill e used to des i e those living and working in the slums of the 

city.  

The city of Bristol as a aged a d u   the Corporation , a contemporary city council. A 

agist ate  ould ep ese t ea h of B istol s t el e a ds, a d the g oup e e espo si le 

for the maintenance of social order. 24 Hence it was their responsibility to organise the 

policing of Bristol during the Riots. Policing in the early 19th century was largely carried out by 

spe ial o sta les , i  esse e a  u t ai ed ilitia lo al to the lo al go e e t. ‘oles were 

al ost e lusi el  li ited to the iddle lass, a agist ate ould s ea  i  the espe ta le  

i ha ita ts as “pe ial Co sta les a d the  asso iated  as a od  to keep the pea e. 25 Equally 

important to discussion however, was their wider city management. Citizens were unhappy 

at the relative decline of Bristol and viewed their civil policies such as the building of the 

expensive dry dock and high import tariffs, as responsible. 

                                                           
20 Politi al Mi o , Bristol Mercury, 31 May 1831. 
21 A.P Hart, The Bristol Riots of 1831 and the Mass Media (Oxford, 1979), p49 
22 John Eagles and Thomas Brereton, The Bristol Riots: Their Causes, Progress and Consequences – Primary 

Source Edition (Nabu, 2013), p259. 
23 Thompson, The Making of the English Working Class, p11. 
24 “. Poole, To e a B istolia : Ci i  Ide tit  a d the “o ial O de , - , ithi  eds. M. D esse  a d P. 
Ollerenshaw, The Making of Modern Bristol (Redcliffe, 1996), p77. 
25 J. “te e so , “o ial Co t ol a d the P e e tio  of ‘iots i  E gla d,  – , ithi  eds. A.P. 
Donakgrodzki, Social Control in Nineteenth Century Britain, (London, 1977) p29. 
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Economic Decline  

Although discussion continues over the extent of the issue, it is o o l  a epted that the 

it  la guished i  a  e o o i  t ough  i  the lead up to the B istol ‘iots.26 B istol s weakening 

position was in spite of consistent growth: ultimately other cities benefited to a greater extent 

from the industrial revolution. The ta le elo  e plai s B istol s de li e as a ajo  po t.   

Table 1: Tonnage of foreign-going vessels clearing and entering Bristol, with their rank order 

amongst English ports.27 

This data demonstrates a significant divergence in economic power away from Bristol, despite 

increases in trade volume. These e o o i  p o le s eated a la k of p ospe it  fo  B istol s 

itize s. The i dust ial e olutio  a d its o se ue t populatio  g o th eated slu s, o e -

crowding, and an appalling mortalit  ate… Bristol became an extremely unhealthy and 

disease- idde  it . 28 . For historians of Bristol, this decline had an immediate link with the 

 u est. A.P Ha t a gued the iots e e dou tless a espo se to ha sh so ial 

o ditio s. 29 Similarly, Ste e Poole ei fo ed the idea that B istol as a tu ule t po t 

containing all the ingredients for a riot. 30 However, this dissertation is not seeking to highlight 

the iote s g ie a es. It is ho e e , t i g to seek to u de sta d the oti atio s ehi d 

middle class absenteeism. These poor conditions resulted in anger towards the Corporation 

                                                           
26 Amery, City Under Fire, p23. 
27 1709, 1751: London, British Library, Add. MS. 11, 256. 1791, 1841: London, Public Record Office, Customs 

17/13. Cited i  K. Mo ga , The E o o i  De elop e t of B istol, - , ithi  eds. M. D esse  a d P. 
Ollerenshaw, The Making of Modern Bristol (Redcliffe, 1996), p53. 
28 J.H Bettey, Bristol O served: Visitors  I pressio s of the City fro  Do esday to the Blitz (Bristol, 1986), 

p105. 
29 Hart, The Bristol Riots of 1831 and the Mass Media, p98. 
30 Poole, To e a B istolia , p . 
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of Bristol. Histories of the Bristol Riots have documented the corrupt nature of the 

Corporation. Michael B o k has highlighted ho  the Corporation was self-elected and of the 

eakest ki d. 31 These complaints are important in the context of the dissertation; it will be 

demonstrated that middle class absenteeism was rooted within anger towards the 

Corporation. This relative economic decline was deemed as the responsibility of the 

magistrates. 

 

Methodology 

This dissertation will use the methodology of the Bristol Mercury as representative of middle 

class thought. Unfortunately there are no specific archival records that demonstrate middle 

class attitudes, a d he e the eal  of pu li  opi io  is used. The study of language has 

seen considerable growth since Gareth Stedman-Jo es, as pa t of the li guisti  tu , 

challenged the works of Thompson and heavy class readings of 19th century England. For 

Stedman-Jo es, studies should fo us o  hat people actually said or wrote, the terms in 

hi h the  add essed ea h othe  o  thei  oppo e ts. 32 The advantage of such study is that it 

decreases the imposition of political thought retroactively onto historical actors, and 

reframes debate into focusing on their own thoughts and feelings. Furthermore, Newspapers 

i  B istol e e fie el  i depe de t , a d the Bristol Mercury s position as mouthpiece of 

middle class values and opinions provide a vehicle to demonstrate the justifications of their 

inaction.33 Bush has argued that studies of the Bristol Riots are inherently problematic as all 

source material is defi itel  iased. 34 Newspapers will particularly have this element. 

However, within this dissertation, opinion will be prioritised as valuable in imagining the 

beliefs and attitudes of the middle classes – their scathing dislike of the magistrates and their 

solidarity with the lower classes. Therefore, the largely politically motivated element of the 

source material will not be a limitation but a merit to discussion. 

                                                           
31 M. Brock, The Great Reform Act (London, 1973), p251. 
32 G. “ted a  Jo es, ‘ethi ki g Cha tis , ithi  eds. G. “ted a  Jo es, Languages of Class: Studies in 

English Working Class History, 1832–1982 (Cambridge, 1983), p94. 
33 Hart, The Bristol Riots of 1831 and the Mass Media, p1. 
34 G. Bush, Bristol and its Municipal Government: 1820-1851 (Bristol, 1976), p59. 
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A.P Hart has been the only historian of the Bristol Riots to extensively use newspapers as a 

source. However, his raison d'etre as to stud  ho  the p ess ope ated a d discuss the kind 

of effect it had on its audience. 35 Ha t s stud  contrasts with this dissertation, which uses the 

Bristol Mercury as a lens through which to understand middle class beliefs and attitudes. This 

is sufficient to demonstrate that this dissertatio s ethodolog  is oth o el a d justified. 

This methodology might be challenged on the grounds that a single newspaper cannot be 

representative of the actions of an entire class within a city. However, the methodology used 

is justified by its similarity with other middle class histories. R.J Morris, for example, used the 

Leeds Mercury as demonstrative of the voice of the middle class in the 1820s and 1830s. It 

formed the effe ti e oppositio  to the To  A gli a  elite , ep ese ted  the Leeds 

Corporation.36 Although the industry of Leeds was, unlike Bristol, based on manufacturing, it 

si ila l  had a Leeds Politi al U io  that p essu ed lo al politi s. Its Politi al U io  as 

o espo di gl  fo ed o  the Bi i gha  odel , u h like B istol s.37 Mo is  sou e 

material influenced his conclusions on class relations. Morris argued that class relations in 

Leeds a ged alte ati el  et ee  o fli t, o se sus, defe e e a d defia e. 38 

Furthermore, although using a single newspaper as a focus is limiting, this will be mitigated 

by introducing a breadth of sources. It will also reference trial material following the riots, 

and reference other newspapers where necessary. Therefore, the use of the media, and in 

particular, a single newspaper, as a lens within which to view class actions and behaviour, is 

warranted.  

 

Outline 

This dissertation will argue that the middle classes e e u ited i  eje ti g the agist ates  

calls to defend the city, purposefully inflicting damage on their political reputation. Their 

inaction fo ed hat has ee  des i ed as the passi e p otest.  This consequently 

challenges contemporary and historiographical expectations of middle class behaviour, the 

Bristol Riots formed a symbol of middle class internal struggle, between safety and political 

                                                           
35 Hart, The Bristol Riots of 1831 and the Mass Media, p1. 
36 Morris, Class, Sect and Party, p123. 
37 Morris, Class, Sect and Party, p125. 
38 Morris, Class, Sect and Party, p119. 
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change. It simultaneous challenges the conclusions of Bristol Riot histories; by reframing 

debate around the middle classes, the responsibility of the riots falls to the magistrates, rather 

than a wider concern of reform. 

The first chapter will assess the uniformity of absenteeism; it will argue that despite a single 

middle class rioter, there was an entirely separate experience for actors within the riot, based 

on class. The middle classes were absent from encouraging the riot, and from protecting the 

city. The second chapter will be concerned with the motivations behind middle class 

absenteeism. It will argue that angst towards the magistrates and the Corporation fuelled 

middle class disinterest in defending the city. This study demonstrates conflict within middle 

class values, as their affinity for safety and their dislike for the magistrates opposed one 

another. The third chapter will attempt to place the absenteeism within class histories, 

arguing that the Bristol Riots were an example of class unity. It was caused by the common 

political interests held by the lower and middle classes; both had political grievances with the 

magistrates. 

 

Unity 

 

The middle classes were united in their absenteeism; they did not defend the city, while 

simultaneously not participating in the riot itself. This bubble of irresponsibility formed a 

passive protest towards the perceivably corrupt Corporation. The Bristol Political Union s 

actions verified this argument; they policed the inaction of their fellow citizens, ensuring there 

was a united front of absenteeism. Any deviations from class behaviour, such as Christopher 

Da is  d u ke  ad e tu e du i g the iots, a  e ast aside as spo ta eous moments of 

passion, rather than politically significant action. The value of this study is implicit - to 

understand the motivations of the middle classes, the clarification of absentee expression 

needs to be firstly understood. The middle classes did not start the fire, but they watched the 

city burn. 
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Principally, the middle classes failed to join the lower classes in rioting in Bristol. Christopher 

Davis was the only convicted rioter from respectable circumstances. However, a case can be 

made that he was suffering from ill health. From the entirety of accounts, a complete 

separation of class experience in interacting with the riot can be demonst ated. The is hief  

of Queen Square was solely propagated by those with lower incomes. The Bristol Mercury 

observed that the mass of people that greeted Wetherell was not bound by a particular class, 

the st eets… e e th o ged ith thousa ds of i di iduals… every person looked forward with 

app ehe sio  to the esult of the da s p o eedi gs. 39 However, it was the periphery 

e e s of so iet  that sought to eate haos, o s a d st ipli gs… a d o e  of 

a a do ed ha a te  e e the p opagato s of issiles to a ds Wethe ell s a iage.40 These 

claims were verified by William Ody Hard, a sheriff for Bristol. He later admitted during 

Pi e s t ial, he  asked to des i e the o d, the  e e All lasses… all so ts of pe so s, 

all classes, respectable, well dressed people round; the actual agents in the mischief were the 

lo est. 41 In this manner, uniformity in middle class experience in merely observing, but not 

participating in the riot, can be imagined. However, one middle class rioter did participate. 

Christopher Davis, a eti ed t ades a  of good i u sta es , as p e iousl  a a te , a d 

experienced a good standard of living.42 He was arrested and charged for inciting the riot. This 

does not challenge the unity of the middle classes, however. He appeared somewhat 

delirious, and most likely drunk during the three days of rioting, shouting, Do  ith those 

chu hes, a d e d the oads ith the ! 43 The judge looked upon him as an exception, 

athe  tha  a ule, he  se te i g hi  to e e utio , You ha e filled a espe ta le situatio  

in society, and occupied that rank, that you ought to have set an example of peace and good 

o de . 44 This expectation of refined behaviour from the judge demonstrates the marginal 

atu e of Da is  a tio s. Davis does not therefore undermine the wider absenteeism from the 

middle classes and a divergence in class experience can still be maintained.  

                                                           
39 Pu li  E t  of “i  Cha les Wethe ell , Bristol Mercury, 1 Nov. 1831. 
40 Late D eadful ‘iots at B istol , Bristol Mercury, 8 Nov. 1831. 
41 Trial of Charles Pinney (1833), p261. https://archive.org/details/trialcharlespin00bencgoog [accessed online 

10/03/2016]. 
42 Thomas, The Bristol Riots, p22. 
43 William Henry Somerton, A narrative of the Bristol riots, on the 29th, 30th, and 31st of October, 1831 

(Bristol, 1831), p78. 
44 William Henry Somerton, A narrative of the Bristol riots, on the 29th, 30th, and 31st of October, 1831 

(Bristol, 1831), p87. 

https://archive.org/details/trialcharlespin00bencgoog
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Furthermore, inaction can be also be imagined within middle class negligence towards 

defending the city. B istol s autho ities pe siste tl  st uggled to eate a  ea i gful i il 

defence, as the middle classes refused to sign up as special constables. The middle classes did 

not heed calls for support during the riot, nor did they act once the riot started. Pinney 

admitted, in an authored piece in the Bristol Mercury, that he had been met with silence 

despite persistent calls for assistance: upon application [to Wards for men], their returns 

were insufficient. 45 Mo e spe ifi all , “t. Mi hael s Wa d p o ided t e t -seven men; the 

hastiness with which seven of those names were written in pencil implies these were called 

up during the riots.46 The Bristol Mercury commented that the o sta ula  fo e e e 

inadequate to the preservation of the peace. 47 Thomas Reynolds, a merchant of Bristol, was 

one of the few middle class volunteers at the second call. He echoed the claim that the 

volunteer numbers were vastly insufficient. They gathered at the mansion house, but their 

u e s e e dis al, I thought the e e e e  fe  o sta les… he [Pi e ] told e that 

he had sent round to the different constables of the wards, to desire that they would furnish 

him with a number of constables, hi h the  had ot do e. 48 Most likely their numbers 

totalled around two hundred; vastly insufficient to stop an ongoing riot. In Bristol, the middle 

classes refused to stop the rioters from their destructive behaviour. They would not act 

formally, or informally, but rather watched quietly as the city magistrates drastically tried and 

failed to stop the destruction of the city.   

For some of the middle classes, absenteeism was not sufficient as a form of protest. The 

Bristol Political Union, a middle class group, actively sought to prevent other people from 

joining the civil defence, demonstrating the civil protest element of their actions. They 

actively stated their opposition to the magistrates of the city. In advance of the riots, they 

criticised the magistrates  hoi e to seek assista e. O e ha d ill de a ded that if the  feel 

the sel es i o pete t to p ese e the pu li  pea e… the  should esig  thei  offi es. 49 As 

a result of their dislike for the magistrates, the Bristol Political Union disrupted a sailo s 

meeting discussing the possibility of protecting Wetherell. The Union s a ed a ound and 

                                                           
45 Cou il House , Bristol Mercury, 4 Nov. 1831.  
46 Bristol, BRO, Add. 32955/52, B istol ‘iots: List of “pe ial Co sta les fo  “t. Mi hael s Wa d . 
47 Pu li  E t  of “i  Cha les Wethe ell . 
48 Trial of Charles Pinney, p88. 
49 University of Bristol Special Collections, Bristol Political Union Handbill (25 Oct. 1831), within The Bristol 

Riots Volume 1. 
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o e  the ships , s uashi g any chance of an agreement.50 Their efforts to disrupt the it s 

defence were successful. The sailors released a statement that the  ill ot allo  the sel es 

to e ade a at s pa   the Corporation o  thei  paid age ts. 51 Arguably using the lens of 

a se teeis  to ie  the sailo s eeti g a d its o se ue t i te uptio  e e s a d 

ei igo ates its sig ifi a e. It de o st ates the B istol Politi al U io s hostilit  to a ds 

the Bristol magistrates; highlighting how civil conflict could be expressed beyond political or 

media pressure. Here, the middle classes were willing to wager the safety of the city on their 

frustration of the Corporation s o uptio . Therefore, while the majority of the middle class 

were absent from any action during the riot, one small group actively discouraged others from 

joining the civil defence.  

 

In conclusion, the middle classes were united in their expression of absenteeism despite calls 

to defend their city, and resisted any temptation to give in to any violent urges. In this way 

the middle classes had a unique experience during the riots, separate to the rioters 

themselves yet simultaneously against the authoritarian powers that governed the city. This 

unity can still be applied in spite of Ch istophe  Da is  a tio s; his a tio s as a d u k p ese t 

him as an anomaly amongst the thousands of middle class men and women who did nothing. 

The only actions that might be identified, was the decision from the Bristol Political Union to 

disrupt the meeting of the sailors; therefore acting to prevent others from acting. It is 

i te esti g that su h u ified eha iou  o u ed, i  spite of the iddle lasses  ei g a 

heterogeneous group. This demonstrates that the reasons for acting in this manner were 

similar for the entire group, which emphasises the need to understand the motivations for 

their passi e p otest.  
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Justifications 

 

Middle class absenteeism was motivated principally by a disdain for the Bristol Corporation. 

Tired of what they perceived to be decades of decline and corruption, they were quietly 

pleased to see the self-interested Corporation  scramble to find only inadequate protection 

for the city.52 Sensing that signing up to be a special constable was somehow approving the 

it s leade ship, the iddle lasses e e sile t to the magistrates  calls. There was also the 

lesser concern of reform, but this was outweighed by the angst towards the Corporation. By 

understanding the motivations of the middle classes inaction, an insight is given into the 

beliefs, priorities and attitudes of the middle classes in England. The dislike of the magistrates 

represented a distinctive anti-authoritarian view within the middle classes, contributing to a 

wider social history of the relationship between the middle class and civic security and 

challenging the argument that sta ilit  a d ha o  as al a s their pursuit.53  

Principally, the middle classes were incensed at the politicians that ran the city, in particular, 

the Corporation of Bristol. This is verified by the damning language used within middle class 

discourse. The Bristol Mercury was one amongst many vocal opponents, explaining how 

e e  lass of so iet  considered the Corporation, u popula . 54 They made a direct link 

between the mass refusal of volunteers and the Corporation: Thousa ds ha e efused to 

enrol their names to protect the public peace, even in the present emergency, because they 

ha e o o fide e i  the Magist a . 55 The Bristol Political Union, the most vocal sect of the 

middle classes, were equally adamant in their scepticism of regional power. In a handbill, they 

a gued, a agist ate a ot e e pe ted to possess the pu li  o fide e, ithout hi h he 

will always be found incompetent to prese e the pu li  pea e. 56 Additionally, more 

privately, when implored by the magistrates for support, W. Herapath, a senior member of 

the Union, deliberately condemned the magistrates to thei  fate, the magistrates alone must 
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e a ou ta le  fo  the safet  of the city.57 In both public and private spheres, the magistrates 

were persistently criticised by the middle classes. 

 

Furthermore, the Bristol Political Union had to be eventually paid off by the magistrates 

themselves to defend the city. Herapath was complained at personally, as he had the men to 

stop the iot, ut hose ot to, He apath… as asked hethe  he ould get his u io  

togethe , a d t  to sa e the to . He said he ould ot a s e  fo  it. 58 It is interesting that 

he refused this opportunity to aid Bristol, but accepted the payments from the magistrates 

on the final day, for four hundred members to patrol the streets, at a rate of 3s 6d each.59 

This payment, in addition to their explicit dislike of the magistrates and persistent calls for 

their resignation, demonstrates that the Bristol Political Union only defended the city when 

they could extract resources from the magistrates. This was more likely to be a subtle attack 

on the Magistrates, rather than a selfish desire for resources; it was expensive to maintain 

membership of the Union, hence it was unlikely the members were in financial need. 

Furthermore, they examined themselves in spite of this payment as saviours of the city, as 

the ide  politi al u io  o e e t lai ed, the it  is o  under the protection of the 

members of the political union. 60 This eradication of the agist ates  reputation as 

p ote to s of the it  fo ed pa t of the Politi al U io s systematic lack of confidence in the 

Corporation. They ensured the Bristol Riots demonstrated the magistrates  lack of authority 

and control. In this manner, the Bristol Political Union tactically abstained, then deployed 

their manpower, to inflict maximum reputational damage to the magistrates. 

Moreover, absenteeism as a form of protest can be imagined because the middle classes 

allowed public property to be destroyed, but stepped in once their own property was under 

threat. It was the magistrates  responsibility to protect public buildings. Bridewell, The New 

Gaol, the Mansion House; all were symbols of state authority.61 Major Mackworth, observing 

the iot u fold, as su p isi gl  a u ate ith his p edi tio , the u i g a d plu de i g a 
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few private houses, which would inevitably follow the unchecked destruction of public 

property, would… ouse the i ha ita ts of B istol to a se se of thei  o o  da ge . 62 The 

middle classes therefore were not willing to engage in the defence of Bristol over public 

property, but thought the riot has gone too far when private property, or, when their own 

wellbeing was on the line. The Bristol Mercury similarly shifted debates away from reform, in 

the hope of uniting the population, describing ho  the stau hest To ies  a d the oldest 

efo e s  ill e o ile: A se se of o o  da ge  ill ake the  f ie ds. 63 This verifies 

that the magistrates were of greater concern to the middle classes; the Bristol Mercury was 

more concerned about the immediate danger, that is, of the burning of private property, than 

point scoring on behalf of the reformers. It was this united front eventually made by the 

middle classes that fully expressed their de facto power as a group. Three thousand citizens 

eventually ended their passive protest to defend the city. This priority to defend private 

property expresses how the middle classes in Bristol did not deviate from existing 

historiographical expectations of affinity for economy.64 Political protest persisted, but the 

values of individualism evidently remained.  

To a lesser extent, the middle classes were motivated by reform. The issue of reform existed 

throughout middle class discourse on the Bristol Riots, but sources usually fell short of making 

the direct link between reform and inaction. Their support fell in line with historiographical 

expectations, given that middle class attitudes nationwide were typically pro-reform, as the 

iddle lass  a e to desig ate a iddle a  of ode ate efo . 65 The Bristol Mercury 

similarly cited the tangible link between the middle class and reform, the iddle lasses – 

are true to the cause which they consider to be peculiarly their own. 66 Unsurprisingly, when 

the Bristol Mercury e ou ted the a ati e of the iots, the  o se ed that He e the ost 

astou di g ies e e aised  the people… i  derision of the Recorder, mixed with yells and 

g oa s  he  the To  Cle k asked fo  al  ith espe t to efo . 67 For the middle classes, 

reform was not the priority, but evidently its support exists within discourse. This contrasted 

to the direct and explicit attacks on the magistrates. Many histories of Bristol argue that 
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reform was responsible for the riots; this dissertation challenges this argument. Buchanan 

ited the u efo ed pa lia e ta  ep ese tatio  as responsible for the riots.68 For Caple, 

‘efo  pla ed a u iall  i po ta t ole i  the iots of B istol. 69 Bu ha a s a d Caple s 

conclusions, like many other studies of Bristol, rely upon an exclusive focus on the rioters. 

This limited view is problematic. Middle class attitudes have been demonstrated to have been 

supportive of reform, but crucially, their absenteeism was motivated by a dislike of local 

government. Consequently, a more complex view can be imagined; the rioters were not the 

only actors involved in 1831, and the middle classes were more concerned about the local 

government in justifying their absenteeism.  

Contrasting these middle class motivations with historiographical expectations also 

challenges existing arguments about middle class attitudes to authority. Arguabl  B istol s 

relative economic decline throughout this period strengthened middle class anti-

authoritarian thought. William Mackinnon, a gentleman raised in England, offered his 

i t ospe ti e o  the iddle lass, su h a lass is pe haps the g eatest se u ity for the 

preservation of civil liberty, and against the chance of a revolution, that can be found in any 

country. 70 But in Bristol, only three years following, the middle classes took no effort to stop 

what has been considered a revolutionary act.71 What this dissertation demonstrates is that 

middle class allegiance to the state was not immediately guaranteed, regardless of the 

potential danger to communal spaces. This challenges existing thought regarding the middle 

class: Wahrman discussed the formation of middle class values in the early 19th century, of 

o de , egula it  a d e o o . 72 While the ideal of economy was still maintained, given that 

aggression towards the magistrates stemmed from a mishandling of the economy, this desire 

fo  o de  a  e questioned. Repeatedly throughout the riots, the middle classes absconded 

order in favour of protesting against their political opponents. This halle ge of Wah a s 

ideas, validates that studies such as the middle class riots in Bristol, in addition to Mo is  

study of the middle classes in Leeds, have merit through localisation. They implicitly accept 

that the middle class experience was different in relation to their location, and hence vast 
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generalising studies lack accuracy. In this manner, this disse tatio s stud  i to the 

motivations behind middle class absenteeism have demonstrated unexpected anti-

authoritarian behaviours from the middle class citizens in Bristol.  

In summary, while there might have been small amounts of consideration for reform, the 

primary concern of the absentee middle classes was the dislike of the magistrates of the city. 

Ha u ge  has o e ted, the espe ta le pe so s, although i o e t of iole e, had 

i a ious g atifi atio  f o  seei g the o  at o k.  73 Although difficult to quantify, a 

consequence of respectable nature inherent within the middle classes, the evidence suggests 

they experienced pleasure as their political enemies struggled to keep control of the city. 

Angry at the disg a eful  decline of the city, a d the e alit  of thei  leade ship, they 

absolved themselves in retribution towards the magistrates.74 Typically middle class thought 

has ee  atego ised as al ost o i g the efo  ill, as it as pla i g the f a hise as u h 

as possible i  the ha ds of the iddle lasses. 75 However, this study has demonstrated that 

the people of Bristol placed local politics above their concern for a national reform bill. Their 

political discourse demonstrates that while reform was an active concern, the magistrates 

were the priority target of protest. Consequently the Bristol middle class identity was driven 

more by an affinity to the city, than by a concept of national participation. What is also 

observable is the shift from the middle classes to value anarchy over safety, in order to 

a hie e thei  o  politi al ai s. The iddle lass pe a e t i te est… to p ese e the pu li  

t a uillit , as ast i  dou t.76 
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Consequences 

 

There were wider outcomes that derived from middle class absenteeism, most notably an 

element of class unity. Class conflict is particularly of interest to social historians during this 

period of early industrialisation and political reform. E.P Thompson unsurprisingly criticised 

the o al o pla e  of a gui g lass o fli t did not exist in the early 19th century, 

espe iall  he  the a tual o e e ts of the o ki g people  a e ig o ed.77 Wahrman 

discussed how class conflict became the tangible expression of political debate; the Tories 

supporting the landed property owners, the Whigs advocates of the middle class.78 This 

dissertation will reframe class conflict discussions with a greater middle class focus. Despite 

some physical scuffles between the middle and lower classes, middle class absenteeism 

momentarily created a shared political power in Bristol. This unity was not borne from 

sympathy, but instead i spi ed  a o o  ist ust of the it s magistrates; the lower 

classes had suffered from poor living conditions, while the middle classes viewed them as 

corrupt and self-serving. The Bristol Riots as a representation of unity is enhanced when it is 

contrasted against similar contemporary disturbances; where the middle classes openly 

criticized the lower classes for causing a disturbance.  

Class unity inspired and motivated middle class absenteeism during the Bristol Riots. Steve 

Poole, a local historian of Bristol, has argued that 19th century Bristol was a city fractured by 

lass: “o ial u it  as a  i easi gl  u te a le illusio . 79 However, this existing argument 

might be challenged through the lens of middle class discourse. Although the geographical 

separation of class has already been raised as the middle classes escaped the slums of Bristol, 

their use of language implies a degree of unity, through expressions of sympathy towards the 

lower classes.  W.H Somerton, editor for the Bristol Mercury, specifically complained that the 

wider anti-reform movement had created a class divide; they have se e ed the last li k hi h 

connected the labouring classes with their supe io s. 80 This demonstrated an aspiration for 
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a stronger relationship of unity between the lower and middle classes. Their desire for class 

unity transformed into expressions of relative sympathy towards the lower classes that 

formed the crowds during the riots. In spite of the city being left in ruins, the Bristol Mercury 

alled fo  al  justi e, we place faith in the discrimination and sound sense of the Bristol 

juries, that the guilty will alone suffer, and that malice and private spite will have no influence 

on their verdicts. 81 Thei  dislike of ali e  a d p i ate spite  as a  appeal fo  le ie ; a 

very difficult attitude to maintain with so many homes in ruin - in total forty-seven middle 

class owned properties were destroyed.82 This presence of class unity runs persistently 

throughout the middle class experience in Bristol. Class unity existed before the riots, which 

informed their decision to not defend the city. Their absenteeism consequently reinforced 

their views, culminating in an expression of sympathy for the lower classes caught up in the 

riots.  

This element of class unity can be sourced within the common complaint of mismanagement 

of the city. In the second hapte , it as a gued that the iddle lasses  ai  oti atio  to 

not defend the city was to hinder the Corporation. Both lower classes and middle classes were 

unhappy at the magistrates; by uniting in their opposition, through absenteeism and rioting, 

arguably class unity can be expressed. As the Bristol Mercury e plai ed, e e  lass of so iet  

considered the Corporation, u popula . 83 As the Corporation had overseen the general 

elati e de li e of B istol, the poo  e e a g  at thei  a ped a d i sanitary living 

o ditio s. 84 Class unity was ei fo ed  a de la atio  a o gst e ha ts, a ke s, 

t ade s a d othe  i ha ita ts  follo i g the iot, that the  e e fi l  o i ed that all this 

might have been prevented, had proper precautions been adopted. 85 This declaration 

verified the view that the middle classes were united against the magistracy of the city, rather 

than turning on the lower classes for the destruction they caused. They did not seek to lay 

blame on the rioters, but instead on the mismanagement of the city. In the future, they hoped 
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to esto e futu e t a uillit .  For the middle classes, harmony was the end desire, not class 

conflict.  

This outcome of class unity is strengthened when viewed within the context of wider civil 

disturbances, which demonstrate that the Bristol Riots were idiosyncratic in their class unity. 

Histories of Chartism, a contemporary lower class social movement that held vast 

demonstrations, have highlighted the middle class condemnation of the lower class 

movement. John Saville has commented that during the Chartist Kennington Common 

de o st atio , the e as o dou t o  hi h side the iddle lasses ould sta d. 86 This 

disunity is reinforced by The Economist, a mouthpiece for middle class financial interests in 

Lo do . The  a ed of the o se ue es of letti g the lo e  lasses p otest, pu li  

confidence weakened, public securities depressed, the more timid and prudent among 

merchants, dealers and emplo e s , hi h the  ide tified as i o i  e ause the o ki g 

populatio  e e the ost sus epti le to o e ial pa i s a d ala s. 87 This highlights 

the calculated hostility inherent within middle class thought in London. They blamed the 

lower classes for causing economic fragility, which would force negative consequences on the 

nation. This contrasted with the class unity expressed by absenteeism in Bristol, the middle 

classes there comparatively blamed the magistrates for corruption and poor economic 

co ditio s, athe  tha  the lo e  lasses. The efo e, the lass u it  i he e t ithi  B istol s 

middle class absenteeism is heightened when compared to similar circumstances in London, 

where the middle classes blamed the lower classes for disrupting the city.  

However, it is of interest to assess the alternate evidence that demonstrates that middle class 

absenteeism contributed to a deeper class divide in Bristol. Although there were physical 

brawls between the middle classes and the rioters, these can be deemed marginal in 

comparison to the feelings of the middle classes as a whole. There were some further violent 

lashes et ee  sta de s a d the iote s. Captai  Le is, a ati e of the it , had se ed 

as an officer of the army, where he retired with comfortable pay. His income and stature 

placed him within the middle class.  Lewis was approached by a rioter, o  aisi g  a  to 

keep hi  f o  losi g o  e… I e ei ed a se e e lo  o   te ple f o  o e of his 
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companions. 88 This highlights the tensions that existed between some of the rioters and the 

middle classes; overall scenes of unrest spilled over into physical fractions between citizens. 

This presentation of violence was both received and imposed by the middle classes. In 

cleaning out Queen S ua e, M . Cla to s Neg o se a t th e  o e of the th i es lea  out 

of a  upstai s i do . 89 The violence between middle and lower classes highlights that the 

overall chaos of the riots exacerbated tensions between some citizens. However, it is 

important to highlight the marginality of these events. Captain Lewis suffered from an attack 

but it appeared to be an exceptional case. There were three thousand middle class citizens 

that ended their passive protest and joined the military in keeping the streets safe. This 

physical move in absence of a police force was likely to cause a few scuffles. The sheer size of 

the riots explains the sparse examples of violence. Therefore, although class conflict might be 

interpreted when the middle classes broke their passive protest, any physical scuffles seem 

to be marginal cases. It remains outweighed by their expressed sympathy for the rioters and 

dislike of the magistrates.  

Overall, middle class absenteeism in the Bristol Riots contributes to existing studies of class 

conflict, demonstrating that class unity was present in Bristol in 1831. This class unity was 

motivated by a common political enemy, the Bristol magistrates, who were viewed by middle 

and lower classes as corrupt. Their sympathies were expressed in middle class discourse, 

contrast with a lack of sympathy from the London middle class during the Kennington 

Common demonstration to emphasise the uniqueness of this behaviour. To stimulate debate, 

alternative evidence can be raised which highlighted class conflict, but this can be seen as a 

marginal experience; small scuffles were trivial in comparison to the size of the crowd.  

While this study contributes evidence towards a shared class experience, it also demonstrates 

that different cities had differing experiences of class relations. This opposes existing 

interpretations of class unity, which tend to use singular explanatio s of B itai s e pe ie e. 

Social histo ia s su h as E.P Tho pso  ha e supposedl  fo used o  the o ki g lass i  

E gla d , ut i  eality they dwell on the vast industrial cities of Manchester and Leeds – 

locations with a defined relationship between proletariat and bourgeoisie. Similarly, 
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Wah a s o e ts de i ed f o  studies i to the o e elite politi al sphe es of E gla d. 

Once again, the absenteeism during the Bristol Riots challenges existing historiography, by 

demonstrating a unique divergence from the typical narrative between the powerful and the 

po e less. B istol s esista e to this a ati e has ee  p oposed f o  a common dislike of 

the local government. Though equally, the distinct lack of a manufacturing industry, which 

a gua l  aused Tho pso  to sh  f o  B istol s histo  to egi  ith, f ust ates the e isti g 

e pe tatio s of lo e  lass  a d iddle lass  ehaviour. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The B istol ‘iots de o st ated the iddle lasses  pote tial fo  a a do i g the safet  of the 

community in favour of personal grievances and political protest. This dissertation has 

explored the expressions of this absenteeism, revealing that the middle classes formed a 

united front in ignoring calls to defend the city. The specific motivations underlying their 

absenteeism have been explained; to the largest extent, the middle classes justified their 

actions through their anger towards B istol s magistrates as a self-selecting, secretive, 

inaccessible and extravagant Corporation. 90 The wider implications for this inaction were 

then investigated, with attention drawn to the class unity created as a result of the common 

dislike of the magistrates.  

Afte  the iots, h o i le s i ediatel  sea hed fo  a sti al s apegoat. The  ga e leadi g 

oles to outside s; ot o l  ollie s ut age ts , e issa ies  a d tall e  i  lo g loaks a d 

fu  aps . 91 This explicitly denied agency from B istol s lo e  lasses, a d pe haps i flue ed 

the wider rejection of deeper meaning from the Bristol Riots from working classes histories. 

Th ough stud i g the i a tio  of the iddle lasses, the sou e of B istol s i il dis uptio  as 

revealed to be the Bristol magistrates. A stronger relationship between citizenry and local 

government most likely would ha e aused the iots to ha e e e  o u ed, as thei  o  
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istake  poli  was i apa le of eeti g the e e ge . 92 Through this study of the 

middle class, the Bristol Riots can be revaluated away from a spontaneous, primal desire for 

destruction, and towards a more complex example of citizen protest, motivated by a 

perceivably cowardly, indecisive local government.  

With this lack of agency in mind, it is important that future study of the Bristol Riots makes a 

conscious link between the rioters and social history. Too much of existing study has operated 

within a social vacuum, linking only the riots to a wider concern of contemporary political 

reform. While this is important, it is equally important to ask the question of what the Bristol 

Riots can contribute to the histories of social relations in the early 19th century. This 

dissertation has sought to do this by making a link between the Bristol Riots and wider middle 

class identities and beliefs, but also by devoting significant study into asking what the Bristol 

‘iots a  o t i ute to studies of lass elatio s. ‘.J Mo is used Leeds as a so ial histo  

laboratory within which the nineteenth-centu  B itish iddle lass ould e t a ed. 93 Future 

study should be expected to treat the Bristol Riots in the same way. More specifically to this 

dissertation, future study should consider the opponents to middle class absenteeism. Francis 

Jarman, a Londoner, released a pamphlet following the riots that criticised the actions of the 

middle classes. For Jarma , the  a ted to u de  Wethe ell a d that the  ese led , 

F e h Ja o i s. 94 This dissertation needed to be concise; the non-local, contemporary 

critics of Bristol remain unexplored. 

Bristol Riot histories more recently have entered contemporary historical themes; Steve Poole 

app oa hed the B istol ‘iots i  a  atte pt to ha t spatial histo ; o e ti g o  Quee  

“ ua e s p oje tio  as a popula  politi al fo u . 95 This demonstrates that in spite of a lack of 

recent study, the Bristol Riots can remain relevant. 

While the idea of the Bristol Riots as a social history laboratory has been attractive, some 

limitations within this dissertation need to be highlighted. The middle classes have been 

treated as heterogeneous in their beliefs and motivations. Morris would have found particular 
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issue ith this, as he split the iddle lasses i to a ou geoisie – petite bourgeoisie 

division. 96 This was not problematic for assessments of the actions of the middle class during 

the first chapter, as there was sufficient evidence to demonstrate they physically did not 

collectively defend the city. However, conclusions that concerned the beliefs of the entire 

middle class in Bristol in the second and third chapters have been based on deduction. Most 

sou es ha e ope ated ithi  the eal  of pu li  opi io ; although sou es ight e u ited, 

for example in pointing blame at the magistrates, this dissertation cannot fully confirm that 

it was the opinion by every middle class Bristolian. Naturally as a result of the respectable 

nature of the middle classes in the 19th century, every historical study that examines the 

middle classes in a similar way will inherently have this limitation. To mitigate this issue, in 

addition to raising the physical inaction of the middle classes, a breath of sources, sometimes 

from private spheres, have been used.  

This dissertation has challenged existing expectations of early 19th century middle class 

citizens in England; demonstrating that they were not consistently the authoritarian 

conservatives that Morris and Wahrman imagined. In Bristol, middle class absenteeism 

formed a political protest.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
96 Morris, Class, Sect and Party, p11. 
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